These are tricks or tips I use when working on a Mill
These are intended for informational purposes only and not responsible for any injury or damage to the machine

Removal of motor on a variable speed head
Turn the spindle on and crank the RPM's down to the lowest RPM
Shut off the spindle disconnect the power to the machine
Remove the drum switch from the left side of the machine
Underneath the motor is a half moon shaped cover. Take out the
three 10-32 screws that hold the cover on.
Looking up in the opening you will see a collar with a spring above
Using two of the 10-32 screws stick them through the two holes in the collar
and thread them into the varipulley. This secures the compressed spring.
(If you cannot thread them this means that the key in the varipulley is broken
and you will have to carefully force the belt off the pulley)
Now crank the spindle RPM handle to the highest RPM. This loosens the spindle varipulley
Remove the two bolts that hold the motor onto the housing and lift motor up and tilting
it slightly. This loosens the belt on the spindle varipulley. I usually rest the motor
on the adjusting screw sticking up through the housing. This now gives you enough room
to slip the belt off the motor pulley and remove the motor.
Easy removal of the head T-bolts or head tilt adjusting Screw
Put and clamp a vise onto the table (If you have a riser block
on the machine you may have to block up the vise)
Now crank the knee all the way up to the bottom of the head.
Position the table with X and Y cranks so the spindle nose goes into the vise jaws
Crank the knee up so the bottom of the spindle sets inside the vise jaws
Clamp the vise jaws onto the bottom of the spindle. You will see that there is
small flat spot underneath the Micrometer rod. I clamp the vise there.
You may want to use blocks of Aluminum or wood inside the vise jaws to clamp with.
At this point you can loosen the four head T-bolt nuts. Now carefully crank the Y-axis handle
and the whole head assembly will go straight out and straight back in again.
Be carefull the head assembly is top heavy you may need assistance to balance the head.
With it out you can replace the T-bolts (part# 1431), Head tilt adjusting Screw (part# 1097)
Head tilt worm gear (part# 1096), on page quill housing
You can also replace Quill housing adjusting gear (part# 1186) on page base machine assembly

Replacing bushings and keys inside Motor Varipulley
With the Spring collapsed on the motor varipulley, I put the varipulley in an Arbor Press.
Holding the spring collapsed with the Press (You may need a block to access the bolts)
Take out the two 10-32 screws and slowly release the press and the spring
Be careful the spring wants to fly up the press handle.
Take the spring and the collar off the assembly
Take the old Plastic Bushings and key out of the varipulley
The bushings should be black, if they are green they cannot be replaced and you have
to buy a new Pulley assembly. (part# 1036 for a 2 HP and part# 1037 for a 1 1/2 HP)
The pulleys I supply have the replaceable bushings and keys.
You will notice inside the bore of the varipulley that there will be some glue left inside
This needs to be removed. I use a Dremel type grinder with a drum sander and a Keyway cutter
to grind away the glue. The keyway cutter removes the glue inside the groove of the varipulley
I clean out the keyway with a screwdriver blade and then run a file in it.

Once I've cleaned up the bore, I put the new bushings and key inside the pulley and set it
on the motor shaft to see how it fits. If too tight, grind some more glue out. It should
be a snug fit. If it fits way to loose the bore may be wallowed out and the pulley replaced
Mix up some epoxy (I prefer JB weld the five Minute type)
Spread the epoxy on the Bushings and key and set them into the varipulley
No need to glue in the 2HP varipulley key it is held in with a 10-32 screw
Quickly set the pulley on the motor shaft and let the epoxy set-up
Put the asembly back in the Arbor press and collapse the Spring and collar
thread in the two 10-32 screws back on the varipulley so the spring stays
collapsed. Put the assembly back on the motor.
On the 2HP varipulley there is a small bore for the 10-32 screw that holds
in the key. If it is broken out I countersink a larger bore and put a washer
behind the 10-32 screw and reassemble.
All parts can be found on page variable speed upper housing

Replacing Collet Alignment screw inside spindle
Bring the quill down about two inches
Look on the back side of the quill and you will see a small set screw. Remove it
This holds in the nosepiece on the bottom of the quill
With set screw removed you can unscrew the nosepiece. I use an adjustable spanner wrench
You will find two holes on the bottom of the nosepiece for this. You may need to use
a punch and hammer to get it started.
Right hand thread for Bridgeport mill, left hand thread for Imports.
If the nosepiece does not unscrew this means the threads of the nosepiece are bad
You may never get it off without damaging the nosepiece and or quill. It can be very
expensive to replace both nosepiece and quill. At this point most people live
without the Collet screw and just put it back together
With the nosepiece removed you can get to the Collet Alignment screw (part# 1137)
and special socket set screw (part# 1424). You may need to tap on the drawbar to
bring the spindle down a bit farther so you can access the Collet screw.
Replace the Collet screw and may need to replace the Special Socket set screw
I put an R-8 collet in the spindle and adjust the collet screw by screwing the
alignment screw in until it touches the R-8 collet and then back it off so the
R-8 collet slides out of the spindle without hanging up.
I use blue Loctite on the collet screw and Special set screw just for insurance
Then I tap the spindle back into the quill with a rubber hammer and thread the
nosepiece back on. Making sure it is up tight.
There should be a small gap between top of the nosepiece and the bottom of the
quill anywhere from .003" to .010". This insures the spindle bearings are seated
in the quill. If not check out how to reseat spindle bearings below
Before replacing the set screw in the back of the quill, drill a setpoint into
the set screw hole.(I use a handrill and a #8 drill) This puts a dimple in the
threads of the nosepiece. If you don't you will smash the threads and never be
able to get the nosepiece off again. It also allows the set screw to in farther
and not stick out catching on the quill housing.
Spindle Runout
Use the same disassembly instructions as replacing the Collet Alignment Screw above.
When you get the nosepiece off. Take the Drawbar out of the top and put at least a foot
long rod about an inch in diameter in place of the drawbar.
Tap on the rod at the top and the complete spindle assembly falls out of the quill.
I put a block of wood on the table so when it falls out it bangs on the wood
and not the table

Now crank the knee down and Y-axis back so you can get the spindle out.
At this point keep everything clean, don't get dirt into the bearings
Looking at the spindle assembly you will see that there is a pair of precision
thrust bearings with a two inch spacer in between, then there is a long spacer with
another precision bearing, on top of that there is a spider washer and a spanner nut.
If the short spacer is loose between the thrust bearings you will have runout.
To tighten, find a tab on the spider washer that is bent into the spanner nut.
bend it back down and out of the way. I clamp the spindle at the splines in a bench vise
I use blocks of Aluminum or wood to clamp on in the vise jaws so not to crush the splines
Tighten the spanner nut on top of the spindle. I use an adjustable spanner wrench or you
can use a punch and hammer. Tighten until it will tighten no more.
Adjust or tap with a hammer the small spacer between the thrust bearings so that it
will align between the two thrust bearings exactly. I use a six ruler to check the
concentricity. If the spacer sticks out to one side or another you'll still have runout.
Once you have adjusted the spacer then bend the spider washer tab back into the spanner nut
Before putting the spindle back in the quill look up into the quill and you will see
a felt washer (part# 1164) in the top part of the quill. The spindle has to go back up
through the hole in that felt washer. Be sure to get it through the hole or it will
damage the felt washer. The washer is there to keep dirt from getting into the spindle.
Now replace the spindle into the quill. After the spindle goes through the felt washer
you will feel the splines of the spindle engage the splined gear hub. Just move the spindle
around until they mesh together and the spindle goes all the way up.
I have found that sometimes the top of the spindle has mushroomed out from years of use of the
the drawbar being tigthened. If that is the case you may need to clean up the splines with a
file at the top of the spindle. It may also be difficult to get the spindle out because of this
Tap on the spindle with a rubber hammer until the nosepiece engages the quill. Tighten the
nosepiece with the same instructions as assembling the collet screw above.
Adjusting the quill downfeed
After years of use your quill downfeed lacks power and slips. You hear a clicking noise
On the left side of the quill you see a round cover. It has a black "S" shaped arm out of it
Take out the two long 10-32 screws that holds this round cover in place
There you have the quill downfeed clutch assembly. You notice there is a spring with a collar
You are suppose to tighten the spring to adjust the clutch but this rarely works
What I do is take out the two small pins that holds the "S" shaped black arm on the clutch assembly.
The "S" shaped black arm is made of brass. The less "S" there is, the tighter the quill feed is
I put the "S" arm in a vise and gently clamp on the brass arm. This takes some of the "S" out
I usually do a gentle clamp with the vise the first time. Then reassemble the clutch
and try it out. I test it by engaging the quill feed and pulling down on the quill handle.
It should have some give and you will hear some clicking of the clutch but should have power
enough to put a drill into your part. You can be your own judge.
If I still don't have enough power I clamp the "S" arm a second time.
I've had some that did this procedure 10 times until I got the right amount of power.
Things to watch for. If you straigthen it out to much you'll find that you will have
a clicking noise and feel when the quill feed is not engaged. Then you have gone to far
Then I put the "S" arm in the vise and clamp on the O part of the arm and use an adjustable wrench
to bend or put more "S" back in it.
Another thing to be careful with is there is two tabs that stick out from one end of
the arm be careful not to bend or brake these off. If all else fails you can purchase a
arm (part# 1388) Overload clutch trip lever - quill housing assembly
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Adjusting the quill feed tripout
Adjusting the quill feed that doesn't trip out when engaging the Micrometer stop
Looking at the front of the quill you see a Micrometer rod. At the bottom of it, there
is a trip lever (part#1033-02). You have to look under boss that the micrometer rod
goes through. On that lever there is a small set screw. Adjusting the set screw gives
more or less trip out depending which way you thread in the set screw.
Sometimes you will find the Trip lever all loaded up with chips and you have to take it
out and clean it up. There is a small pin that holds it in place.
Make sure the micrometer rod is loose. I spray WD-40 on it.
Replacing a broken Ball trip lever at the top of the Micrometer rod
All I can say is good luck!!
The first piece usually comes out easily. I use a small screw or tap and thread into it
and pull it out. You will use profanity on the back piece. Sometimes you can use a small
magnet to get it out. Usually I get it out by blowing air around the top of Micrometer rod
and moving the micrometer rod around at the same time and it pops out. I have worked on
some for hours never getting it out and giving up. (part# 1033-03) on page quill housing
Adjusting the clutch arm on a Bridgeport power feed
When you engage the power feed it makes a rattling sound, especially when in rapid
and you change directions. Two gears are not engaging and they make the sound.
Take the cover off the front of the power feed gearbox. It usually has the name Bridgeport
on it. Be ready there is about a half a cup of oil in it. So have a pan ready to catch
it so it's not all over the floor. Also have some shop towels handy.
Looking in the gearbox you will see a spring attached on one end to the gearbox housing
and the other end to the clutch arm. Take the spring loose from the clutch arm.
There is a 1/4-20 shoulder bolt that holds that clutch arm in. Undo the bolt and get the
arm out. On the clutch arm you will see two roller cams. One on the end that the spring was attached
the other back cam engages two gears inside the box. Notice the back cam is in a slot on the clutch arm
It usually backs off and doesn't let the two gears mesh in together. I take the back cam off and then
mill the slot a little farther to the left so when I reassemble the clutch arm it keeps the
the two gears together. I then drill and tap a 6-32 hole in the edge of the clutch arm.
This way when I put the roller cam back on the clutch arm I put the 6-32 set screw in so
it pushes the roller cam to the left and never backs off again. Reassemble the clutch arm
and put it back in with the shoulder bolt. Attach the spring on the clutch arm and put the
cover back on. Put about a half a cup of heavy oil, preferably 90 weight in the gearbox
through the set screw in the top.
Replacing Cam Ring Pins on Step Pulley Head
If you have trouble getting a step pulley head to go into back gears.
Most times the Cam Ring Pins (Item #10 part #1109) are stripped and need to be replaced.
There is not much to replacing the pins, but one thing to look for is not only are the
Pins stripped but the Spindle Pulley Bearing Sleeve (Item #11 part #1128) that the pins screw
into may also have stripped threads. Get up on the machine table and look down at where
the Pins screw into the Bearing sleeve. You will see a couple of small set screws that
screw into the Cam Ring Pins and hold them in place. Look off around 30 degrees and you will
see another set of holes for those set screws. Bridgeport drilled another set of holes
in the Pulley sleeve. Just take the old pins out and rotate the pulley sleeve with a
spanner wrench or a punch and hammer and put in the new Cam Ring Pins.

#1 1270- Screw
#2 1303- Washer
#3 1304- Pinion
#4 1305- Shaft Sleeve
#5 1306- Bushing
#6 1307- Set Screw
#7 1308- Spacer
#8 1309- Worm Gear
#9 1310- Worm Shaft
#10 1311- Shaft
#11 1179- Key
#12 1222- Set Screw

#13 1317- Engage Pin
#14 1318- Cradle
#15 1254- Set Screw
#16 1319- Throw-out
#17 1320- Shift Sleeve
#18 1326- CAp Screw
#19 1299- Plunger
#201300 Spring
#21 1297- Shift Crank
#22 1295- Roll Pin
#23 1259- Black Plastic ball
#24 1361- Shift Crank
#25 1363- Cover
#261357- Shift Rod
#27 1358- Set Screw
#28 1360- Shift Fork
#29 1303- Locknut
#30 1314- Washer
#31 1316- Bevel Gear
#32 1315- Key
#33 1337- Feed Gear
#34 1338- Key
#35 1339- Input Shaft
#36 1340- Drive Gear
#37 1341- Bearing
#38 1346- Lockscrew
#391345- Set Screw
#40 1329- Gear Assy
#41 1328- Bearing
#42 1330- Key
#43 1331- Key
#44 1332- Shaft
#45 1333 Snap Ring
#46 1334- Bearing
#47 1335- Spacer
#48 1336- Plunger
#49 1348- Bushing
#50 1349- Rev Bevel Gear
#51 1350- Rev. Clutch
#52 1347- Washer
#53 1344- Bushing
#54 1343- Shaft
#55 1342- Bushing
#56 1356- Pin
#571355 Pin
#58 1359- Key

#59 1354- Worm Shaft
#60 1353- Roll Pin
#61 1120- Clutch Rod $14.10
#62 1030- Knob Assy
#63 1165- Scale
#64 1434A- Upper Screw
#65 1434B- Lower Screw
#66 1033- Microscrew
#67 1451- Plunger
#68 1033-03- Trip Ball Lever
#69 1452- Lever Screw
#70 1438- Stop Knob
#71 1439- Cap Screw
#72 1053- Quick Nut
#73 1033-02- Feed Trip Lever
#74 1426- Key
#75 1427- Trip Lever Pin
#76 1431- T-Bolt Assy
#77 1433- Locknut
#78 1432- Bolt Spacer
#79 1200- Washer
#80 1096- Worm Gear
#81 1097- Adj. Worm Shaft
#82 1453- Set Screw
#83 1112- Clock Spring
#84 1448- Hub Sleeve
#85 1021- Quill Handle
#86 1429- Quill Lock Bolt
#87 1428- Lock (tapped)
#88 1430- Lock (untapped)
#89 1151- Lock Handle
#90A 1272- Oiler Tube
#90B 037-0246- Oil Tube
#91 1442- Spring Pin
#92 1445- Key
#93 1440- Shaft
#94 1124- Hub Screw
#95 1138- Clutch Spring
#96 1449- Pinion Gear
#97 1139- Overld Clutch
#98 1376- Clutch Sleeve
#99 1381- Snap Ring
#100 1140- Clutch Ring
#101 1377- Washer
#1021378- Screw
#103 1386- Worm Gear

#104 1385- Gear Spacer
#1051384- Shaft Bushing
#106 1108- Spring
#107 1383- Spring Plunger
#108 1374- Brass Plug
#109 1375- Clutch locknut
#110 1372- Clutch Ring
#1111371 Clutch Ring Pin
#112 1389- Clutch Washer
#113 1390- Snap Ring
#114 1388- Trip Lever
#115 1399- Set Screw
#116 1404- Spring Screw
#117 1403- Spring
#118 1402- Steel Ball
#119 1401- Handwheel Clutch
#120 1393- Locknut
#121 1392- Set Screw
#122 1370- Cap Screw
#123 1391- Cover
#124 1413- Handwheel
#125 1406- Sleeve
#126 1387- Dowel Pin
#127 1405- RollPin
#128 1394- Cam Rod
#129 1408- Spring
#1301407- RollPin
#131 1409- Trip Plunger
#132 1410- Bushing
#133 1411- Bushing
#134 1412- Trip Plunger
#135 1395- Trip Handle
#1361397 Bracket
#137 1195- Cap Screw
#138 1435- Screw
#139 1164- Felt washer
#140 1415- Quill Skirt
#141 1420- Nose Piece
#142 1425- Quill
#143 1454- Quill hosing N/A
#144 1424- Set Screw
#145 1137- Collet Screw
#146A 1414- R/8 Spindle
#146B 1414A- Spindle Assy
#147 1416 Locknut
#148 1417- Lockwasher

#149 1418- Upper Bearing
#150 1419- Sleeve
#151 1422- Bearing Set
#152 1423- Bearing Spacer
#153 1421- Dirt Shield
#154 1351- Set Screw
#155 037-0248- Indicator Rod
#156 037-0249- Screw
#157 037-0250- Jam Nut

#1 1188- Snap Ring
#2 1199- Pivot Pin
#3 1201- Bolt
#4 1200- Washer

#5 1195- Cap Screw
#6 1186- Gear
#7 1196- Roll Pin
#8 1187- Ram Adapter
#8A 1187A- Scale
# 1250- Stop Brkt
# 1251A- Stop Pin
# 1502- Cap Screw
#9 1198- Rivet Screw
#10 1192- Shaft
#111286-01- Worm Key
#12 1191- Washer
#13 1190- Gear
#141197- Angle Plate
#15 1245- Ball
#16 1159- Handle
#17 1249- Pinion Screw
#18 1244- Pinion
#19 1129-02- Clamp tapped
#201129-01 Clamp Untapped
#21 1129-04- Clamp Bar
#22 1247- Split Pin
#23 1129-03- Stud
#24 1194- Ram N/A
#25 1246- Turret N/A
#261248-Locking Bolt
#27 1243- Spider
#28 1148- Stop Screw
#29 1202- Table N/A
#30 1211- Saddle N/A
#31 1205- Hex Nut
#32 1204- Table Lock
#33 1203- T-Bolt
#34 1208- Cap Screw
#35 1209- Bracket
#36 1153- Wiper Plate
#37 1154- Wipers
#38 1152- Screw
#391602-Full Length Wiper
#40 1217- Knee 12" N/A
#41 1156- X-Gib
#42 1157- Y-Gib
#43 1158- Knee Gib
#44 1106- Gib Screw
#451122 Lock handle
#46 1206- Lock Bolt

#47 1219- Plunger
#48 1207- Plunger
#49 1219- Plunger
#50 1220- washer
#51 1221- Binder Plug
#52 1223- Set Screw
#53 1222- Set Screw
#54 1218- Shaft
#55 1175- cap Screw
#56 1163- Knee Wiper
#571212 Left Holder
#58 1214- Right Holder
#59 1241- Pedestal N/A
#60 1239- Column N/A
#61 1166- Jam Nut
#62 1224- Hex Nut
#63 1225- Washer
#64 1226- Bevel Gear
#65 1171- Cap Screw
#66 1228- Retainer Ring
#67 1227- Bearing
#68 1227A- Bearing Sleeve
#69 1071- Elevating Screw
#70 1072- Elev. Nut
#71 1242- Cap Screw
#72A 1236A- Elev. Shaft
#72B 1236B- Elev. Shaft 9"
#73 1179- Key
#74 1145-02- Crank Handle
#75 1145-01- Elev. Crank
#76 1230- Clutch Insert
#77 1168- Dial Lock
#78 1232- Dial Holder
#79 1231- Dial
#80 1172- Bearing Ring
#81 1178- Bearing
#82 1235- Bearing Cap
#83 1238- Set Screw
#84 1237- Bevel Pinion
# 1215- Upper Guard
# 1216- Lower Guard
#85 1096- Worm Gear
#86 1097- Worm Shaft

#1 1459- Chip Shield
#2 1460- Screws
#3 1603- Block
#4A 1455A- 1-1/2HP Dial
#4B 1455A- 2HP Dial
#5 1463- Bushing
#6 1464- Stud
#7 1465- Chain
#8 1462- Roll Pin
#9 1488- Chain Drum

#10 1487- Spur Gear
#11 1457- Set Screw
#12 1461- Bronze bearing
#13 1348- Bronze Bearing
#14 1132-03- Hex Nut
#15 1478- Face Plate
#16 1477- Cap Screw
#17 1458- Housing
#18 1480- Cap Screw
#19 1472- Bronze Bearing
#20 1356 Roll Pin
#21 1343- Worm gear
#22 1472- Bronze Bearing
#23 1307- Set Screw
#24 1473A- Shaft
#25 1479- Set Screw
#26 1471- Wave Washer
#27 1476- Handwheel
#28 1475- Caution Plate
#29 1474- Handle
#30 1026- Drawbar $21.75
#31 1544- Cap Screw
#32 1195- Cap Screw
#33 1468- Bearing Cap
#34 1466- Drum Switch
#35 1552- Cotter Pin
#36 1555- Washer $2.20
#37 1545- Jam Nut
#38 1553- Pivot Stud
#39 1469- Cap Screw
#40 1548- Screw
#41A 1546- Motor 1-1/2 HP
#41B 1547- Motor 2 HP
#42 1467- Belt Housing N/A
#43 1105- VariSpeed Belt
#44A 1115 Timing Belt
#44B 1536- Timing Belt
#45 1564- Spacer
#46 1573- Key
#47A 1117- Hub 1-1/2 HP
#47B 1537- Hub 2 HP
#48 1543- Snap Ring
#49 1508- Wave Washer
#50 1542- Bearing
#51 1489- Pulley Sleeve
#52 1560- Snap Ring
#53 1556- Pivot Sleeve
#54 1554 Cap Screw
#55 1551- Plate
#56 1557- Bearing Housing
#57 1559- Adj. Varidisc
#58 1558- Bearing
#59 1126- Bushing
#60 1095- Key
#61A 1113- Bushing 1-1/2 HP
#61B 1114- Bushing 2 HP
#62A 1035B- 1-1/2 HP Key

#62B 1035A- 2 HP Key
#63A 1037- 1-1/2 HP Varidisc includes key, bushings, spring and collar
#63B 1036- 2 Hp Varidisc includes key, bushings, spring and collar
#64A 1571- Snap Ring 1-1/2HP
#64B 1599- Snap Ring 2HP
#64C 016-0070- Ret. Ring CNC
#65 1307- Set Screw
#66A 1567- Pin (1-1/2 HP Key)
#66B 1407- Pin (2 HP Key)
#67A 1568- 1-1/2 HP Key
#67B 1597- 2 HP Key
#68A 1569- 1-1/2 HP Varidisc
#68B 1598- 2 HP Varidisc
#69A 1546-01- 1-1/2 HP Shaft
#69B 1547-01- 2 HP Shaft
#69C 1547-03- Motor Shaft CNC
#70 037-0113- Link
#71 1311- Key
# 1582- Lube Data Plate

